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ABSTRACT

A review of past research concerning the determination of
structural ultimate strength and/or inelastic behavior in iso-
tropic metallic structures revealed that (1) most investigations
of this type are carried out on full-size or nearly full-size
models requiring large test loads and facilities, (2) small-
scale modeling of this structural behavior using the parent metal
requires a high degree of skill in the fabrication of the model
and a subsequent high cost, and (3) no useful and cost effective
method of extending small-scale structural modeling into the in-
elastic range currently exists. The basic criteria to be
satisfied when modeling an isotropic metallic structure elasto-
plastically using another material are: duplication of stress/
modulus versus strain behavior for both model and prototype
materials and equality of Poisson's ratio for model and prototype
material. Additionally, a structural model using another
material must possess the same bending, axial, torsional, and
buckling properties as the prototype structure using the parent
material. A composite material made up of stainless steel and
rigid vinyl was developed to model a mild steel parent material.
This composite material was then shown to satisfy the basic
criteria needed to elastoplastically model a structure through
tests which defined the elastic and inelastic material proper-
ties in tension and bending. A deep plate girder structure,
for which ultimate strength data exists, was modeled using the
composite material and tested. Both the failure mode and
ultimate strength of the mild steel girder were accurately re-
produced using the composite material. The engineering analyses
conducted and their verification through the testing program
demonstrate the potential benefits of the composite approach
for elastoplastic modeling.
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the Structures Department of the David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development

Center (DTNSRDC).



METRIC CONVERSION

I inch (in.) = 2.54 centimeters

I pound (lb) = 4.448 newtons

1 gallon (gal) = 3.8 liters

1 pound per square inch (psi) = 6.895 x 103 pascals

1 kip (1000 pounds force) = 4.448 x 103 newtons

1 kip per square inch (ksi) = 6.895 x 106 pascals

1 inch pound (in. lb) = 0.113 newton meters

INTRODUCTION

The problem of determining the ultimate strength of a structure wherein various

components experience inelastic strains, buckling and post buckling has been the

subject of much research by the engineering community. High performance naval ships

or naval and merchant ships of a more standard design are subjected to loads which

can, statistically, result in severe local damage or overall structural failure.

Much work has been done in the area of structural ultimate strength, primarily in

the civil engineering community. Some theoretical work has been performed, but most

research has centeied upon the results of model and full-scale tests to develop

methods by which structural ultimate strength can be predicted (References 1 through

5, for example).* It is not unusual to find that a large- or full-size model was

constructed to obtain experimental data, usually at great expense. These models are

generally made of the same material as the prototype, thus assuring similarity for

a number of engineering parameters. A number of problems arise with modeling small-

scale metallic ship structures. The first problem is one of fabrication. While it

is not difficult to join large sheets of steel, fastening smaller, thinner sheets

requires greater skill and attention to detail. For instance, it may be impractical

to weld very thin plates, especially when one tries to weld in limited access places

in a scaled-down model. The control of burnthrough, welding distortions, and

residual stresses requires the use of highly skilled labor and leads to higher

fabrication costs. Problems may also arise in testing due to the local loading of

thin plates required for accurate scaling or primary loads. Additionally, scale-

thickness sizes of the metal may not be available. Most models would also require

*A complete listing of references is given on page 45.
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large loads to attain the correctly modeled prototype loads. This could involve an

extensive, expensive test setup and facility. Furthermore, modifications to the

structure could involve a long process of cutting, shaping, and rewelding. To avoid

the problems associated with employing the prototype (or parent) material as a

modeling material, the use of another modeling material was pursued.

This report contains the results of research performed to understand the theo-

retical, analytical, and experimental methods necessary to determine if such an

elastoplastic material can be either fabricated or obtained from currently available

materials. The basic properties which this modeling material should possess include:

(1) The nondimensional stress-strain curves (G/E versus 6) for the model and proto-

type material should be the same; and (2) Poisson's ratio between model and prototype

material should be the same. If a successful candidate material can be found, it

would allow tests to be performed on a smaller, less expensive model and would

permit testing of either the entire model or various sections under extreme loading

to assess the ultimate strength or structural failure mode. Furthermore, modifica-

tions to the model could be made more expediently and at a lower cost than if a

full-scale assembly were used.

The background section of this report presents a survey of past research into

inelastic structural modeling. The second section will discuss the basic criteria

which a model material must satisfy to extend modeling into the inelastic range.

The third section presents an approach to satisfying these criteria. Finally, the

experimental program undertaken to assess the validity of this approach is discussed.

BACKGROUND

A literature search was conducted to determine if any modeling technique exists

which allowed the modeling of metallic structures in the inelastic range. Two facts

soon became evident. First, the amount of research being done to physically model

the inelastic behavior of structures is extremely limited; and, second, the work

being done is mostly in the field of developing mathematical models of the cyclic-

hysterisis loop of the material under consideration. For examples of this type of

modeling, see References 6 through 9.

The literature search also revealed only two reports that discussed in detail

physical inelastic modeling. 1' I Numerous reports have been published on



small-scale model tests that have been performed assuming structural behavior stays

within the elastic region. Among the materials used have been steel, aluminum,

and other materials that are the same as the material used in the prototype. Rigid

vinyl (polyvinyl chloride (PVC)), photoelastic materials, metal-filled epoxies, and

various fiberglass composites are also commonly used modeling materials. Each of

these has modeling advantages and disadvantages. The following sections address

each material in more specific detail as it applies to elastoplastic modeling.

PHOTOELASTIC MATERIALS

The reports that have been written about the use of photoelastic methods to

study the elastic response of structures are far too numerous to reference. Photo-

elastic materials have many of the same advantages as rigid vinyl in addition to

the capability to cast various complicated parts and, by using three-dimensional

stress freezing methods to determine stresses at an interior point of a structural

member. Very limited literature is available on using photoelastic materials in the

inelastic range.

Reference 10 is a report on using a photoelastic material as a method for in-

elastic stress analysis. The authors used three assumptions in developing the

characteristics of their material: (1) the dimensionless stress-strain diagram for

the model and prototype materials must be identical; (2) the yield strains for the

model and prototype materials must be the same; (3) Poisson's ratio must be the same

for the two materials. The approach taken by the authors was to form a mixture of

rigid and flexible polyester resins.

The stress-strain curve of the resultant material could be varied significantly

by changing the mixture ratios. One of the problems encountered was that of supply

of the resins. At first, no manufacturer was willing to supply less than 45 gal of

the resins at a reasonable price. This lack of supply caused a delay of six months

before a supplier for a small quantity could be found. The conclusion reached in

this search that "the polyester mixture is a suitable model material for many studies

in the inelastic range of material response." Unfortunately, the authors chose only

to say how good the model material was at duplicating an aluminum alloy (unknown)

and did not provide a comparison of data. Because the model material characteristics

did not lend themselves to modeling steel (in addition to the material availability

problem), further pursuit of this method was abandoned.
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Il
METAL-FILLED EPOXIES

Two other possible candidate materials considered for use as an inelasLi, model-
11

ing material are an aluminum-filled epoxy and a lead-filled plastic. Of these two

materials only the lead-filled epoxy shows any promise. Aluminum-filled epoxies show

little promise as a modeling agent for inelastic behavior for a number of reasons.

Figure 1 shows a comparison of the nondimensional stress-strain curve for an

aluminum-filled epoxy versus typical prototype materials. All data for the aluminum-

filled epoxy were obtained from References 12 through 14. It can be quickly seen

/
0.010 - - - MODEL MATERIALS

- PROTOTYPE MATERIALS /
/

0.008 /
./ PVC AND/ ALUMINUM-FILLED EPOXY

/
0.006 /

/ TITANIUM

0.004

0.002 /

~MILD STEEL

0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.006 0.010 0.012
STRAIN (p indin.)

Figure I - Comparison of Model and Prototype Materials
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that the yield and inelastic behavior in no way simulates that of steel. Another

problem with the aluminum-filled epoxy (as well as with the lead-filled epoxy) is

that it comes as a compound and needs to be mixed. This lends itself. well for models

that can be cast almost in entirety, but does not lend itself to models requiring a

large number of various thickness of plates, as is commonly found on ship models.

An approach that has also been investigated is that of using a lead-filled

epoxy as the modeling agent. This lead-filled epoxy consisted of a mixture of epoxy,

plasticizer, and lead granules. The research determined what effect changing the

ratio of lead to plasticizer and the ratio of lead to epoxy had on the stress-strain

curve of the material. Figure 1 also gives a typical stress-strain curve of this

material compared to prototype structural materials. One of the conclusions reached

during this research was that, while giving a good representation of the elastic and

inelastic response of high strength steels, the material did not accurately model

the stress-strain response of the mild steels that are typically found on ships.

Certain manufacturing problems concerning thiq mnteril qhould also be

mentioned. In order to fabricate the lead-filled epoxy, it is necessary to mix the

components in a container and then spray the contents onto a mold. The spraying

allows a certain amount of the plasticizer to evaporate into the atmosphere, thus

changing the character of the processed material. Because of the quality control

problems associated with spray forming and the difficulties associated with spray

forming this material into plate form, this approach was also not pursued further.

RIGID VINYL

For years, DTNSRDC and others have used rigid vinyl (PVC sheets) to construct

structural models of ships, sections of ships, helicopter landing decks, various

subassemblies of ships, automobiles, etc. Results and experimental procedures used

in some of these tests are documented in References 15 and 16. Figure 1 also gives

a typical stress-strain curve (nondimensional) for PVC compared to various materials.

Scaling laws allow easy transformation from elastic strain on a PVC model to the

elastic strain on the prototype. Once outside of the linear elastic portion of the

corresponding prototype material, these scaling laws are invalid. Although PVC has

superior model making characteristics (such as size and thickness availability);

6



thickness quality control; ease of cutting, shaping and joining; and low loads re-

quired to simulate prototype loads; it cannot be used alone as a modeling material

for inelastic modeling.

FIBERGLASS-TYPE MATERIALS

The use of fiberglass-type materials was not pursued because of (1) fabrication

problems for model size pieces and (2) response characteristics are sensitive to the

direction of material lay up. (This effort is aimed at modeling isotropic

materials.)

LITERATURE SEARCH SUMMARY

The search to find a modeling material or approach which is capable of reliably

and econmically extending small-scale modeling into the inelastic range for the

evaluation of metallic structural configurations commonly employed in naval vessels

revealed no current material or method capable of achieving this goal. Table 1

presents an overview of currently employed modeling materials with their advantages

and disadvantages. This lack of an established modeling method for reliably pre-

dicting structural inelastic response and ultimate strength led to the search for an

alternative method which would achieve this goal. To accomplish this one must first

examine the basic criteria which must be satisfied for a material to elastoplastical-

ly model another material.

BASIC CRITERIA FOR ELASTOPLASTIC MODELING

To elastoplastically model any structure, certain basic criteria must be met.

The most important of these criteria deals with the stress-strain relationship

between the model material and the prototype (or parent) material. Assuming classi-

cal structural scaling techniques 15 ,16 are employed, the stress-strain curves for

parent and model materials can be nondimensionalized for comparison by plotting o/E

versus strain for both model and prototype materials. The strain at initiation of

yield of both the model material and the parent material need not be the same. One

can devise an additional scaling law to account for the difference in yield strains,

if a model material of the desired material yield cannot be obtained. This will be

7



TABLE 1 - COMPARISON OF COMMONLY EMPLOYED MODELING MATERIALS

4) 0

C)4- 0,4

Model W 4 4 4,

Material 0 4 W WI " M 1 Q W 0 r.

W 44 ca -H

Metal Large Difficult Good No No Difficult Yes

Rigid Vinyl Small Easy Good No No Easy NoInexpensive

Aluminum- Moldable_Small Moderate None Yes No Moldable No
Filled Epoxy Unknown

. .... Moldable 2Epoxy Small Unknown None Yes No Uown res
Epoxy IIUnknown

Good Easy 3

Photoelastic Small Easy to Sometimes No Inexpensive Yes
Poor

Moderate Ye4
Fiberglass Large Difficult Poor Yes Yes Expensie Yes

I 
Expensive

1 Dependent on structure.
2Applicable mainly to castings.
3Aluminum only.
4If modeling fiberglass structures.

discussed in detail later. The ratio of the slopes of the elastic and plastic por-

tions of the stress-strain curves should be identical. Finally, the model material

should have the same Poisson's ratio as the parent material.

Another consideration is that the structural properties which are important to

the particular model (such as the bending, axial, and torsional rigidities of the

structure) be the same in the model and prototype. Finally, to ensure that the

8



failure mechanism of the model is the same as that for full-scale, the buckling

behavior of the model must be the same as that for full-scale. That is, the struc-

tural model and full-scale structure should both become unstable (buckle) at the

same scaled load levels either before or after the initiation of material yielding.

All of these basic criteria must be met to ensure that a structure modeled with

a different material accurately predicts the elastic and inelastic behavior of the

prototype structure being modeled. The next section demonstrates how a composite

material approach can be used to meet these criteria and to elastoplastically model

a metallic structure.

THEORY FOR COMPOSITE MATERIAL

The basic advantage sought in employing a composite material for structural

modeling into the plastic range is reducing the ultimate size of the model (as well

as the relative applied load) to obtain information about a structure's collapse

mechanism and ultimate load. Since most interest and past research into the plastic

behavior of structures centered on the use of mild steel, the main thrusL of ihe

development of an elastoplastic modeling technique was directed toward mild steel.

To model the behavior of mild steel with a composite material, one would ideally

want to develop a material with composite properties such that the model material

yield strain is as near to the yield of the parent material as possible. An in-

equality of parent/model yield strains can, however, be overcome through the imple-

mentation of proper scaling laws, which will be addressed later. Additionally, the

parent and composite materials should have the same slope ratios of elastic-to-

inelastic modulus. Stated mathematically, these criteria are:

= (1)
ym yp

E =E
em ep

(2)
E =E
pm pp

9



where E ym~ £ = yield strain of the model and parent material, respectively

Eem , Eep = elastic modulus of model and parent material, respectively
e . p • . - I

E ,m E plastic modulus of model and parent material, respectively
pm pp (assumes bilinear behavior)

Elastoplastic modeling of a metal material behavior with a composite material

can be achieved by reinforcing a less rigid matrix material with a stiffer material

possessing the yield strain of the parent material. Visualizing the mechanism by

which the reinforced composite material models a steel structure can best be accom-

plished by considering a simple tensile specimen made of a matrix reinforced with a

certain percentage of reinforcement. Figure 2 shows two configurations in which

the reinforcement can conceiveably be placed in the matrix. Figure 2a depicts a

steel reinforcement distributed uniformly throughout the matrix. This type of rein-

forcement can be thought of as an infinite number of reinforcing strands uniformly

arranged perpendicularly to the cross section such that the material behaves like a

homogeneous iatCLial in that direction. Figure 2b depicts the steel reinforcement

layered in two sheets between sheets of the less rigid matrix.

In each configuration, as the load T is applied to the tensile specimen, the

force is resisted by both the matrix and the steel reinforcement; and the strains in

both the matrix and reinforcement will be equal. In the elastic range the following

force balance can be written

T = pA TE rE + AT (-p)E m (3)

where T = applied tensile force

p = fraction of reinforcement by area (Ar/AT)

A = area of reinforcement material
r

A = area of matrix material
m

AT = total cross-sectional area

E = Young's modulus of matrix

E = Young's modulus of reinforcement
r

E = resulting strain of composite material

10
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Figure 2a - Sprinkled Figure 2b - Layered

Reinforcement Reinforcement

Ii
REGION 1I REGION 2

IP

? LOAD
'Ti

Figure 2c - Bilinear Load-Strain Relationship

for Composites

Figure 2 - Concentrated and Uniformly Distributed Reinforcement

Concepts and Load-Strain Behavior

Then, in the elastic range (before either the matrix or the reinforcement material

has yielded) one can express the nominal elastic modulus of the composite material

by dividing Equation (3) by AT and the strain c

11-k -106A k



T gN

Ee = EN T = pE + (I-p)E (4)

where N = nominal stress on composite cross section = T/AT

E e = EN = nominal composite elastic modulus = a N/

This portion of the composite stress-strain curve corresponds to Region 1 of

the curve shown in Figure 2c with EN corresponding to Ee in the same figure.

Now, to model the second portion of the material behavior (Region 2 in Figure

2c), one would ideally want to choose a matrix with a "material yield strain"* well

above that for the parent material and a reinforcement material with the same

material yield strain" Cyr as the parent material yp, or

yr yp
5yr =yp (5)

Then, ,.hen a sffiripnr load level was reached in the composite material to yield

the reinforcement material, any additional load above this level would be resisted

by the matrix material only when the plastic modulus of the reinforcement, E isrp
zero. We can now define the plastic modulus E for the composite material as thep
slope of the stress-strain curve after the reinforcing material has yielded. In

this region (Region 2 in Figure 2c), only the matrix material will resist additional

load (Erp = 0) and the plastic modulus can be expressed from Equation (4) as

AoN

Ep = A- = (l-p)Em (6)

The implication of using this approach is that the matrix modulus should be

essentially constant in the strain region beyond the yield strain of the parent

material being modeled and should remain elastic in this region if one wants to

model a bilinear stress-strain curve. Additionally, one would want the ratio of EP
to E in Figure 2c to be similar in both the parent and model material (i.e., toe

*"Material yield strain" is herein defined as the strain at the yield stress.

12
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model steel, one would want Ep << E e). We can express this ratio of the plastic-to-

elastic modulus f in terms of the elastic moduli of the matrix E and reinforcement
m

E and the fractional content by area of reinforcement material p. Doing this,
r

E (l-p)Em
-k = f = (7)
Ee  [pEr+(l-p)E m]

By plotting E r/Em versus p for varying values of f (dependent on the parent material

to be modeled), one can generate a family of design curves to arrive at the percent

area of reinforcement material needed to model a particular parent material (i.e.,

to achieve the desired ratio of E to E ). This was done to arrive at Figure 3.
p e

1.0

0.9 E

0.8 E

0.7

-J 0.6 C

0.5

0.5

0.4 -

0.3 -

S00.2~0.2 -

0.1
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60

Er/Em

Figure 3 - Design Curves for Selecting Percent Area
of Reinforcement Needed
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For example, if one wanted to model steel, one would want an f = E /E < 0.1.

Additionally, if the modeling materials were rigid vinyl (E m 0.5 x 10 6) and steel
(E r 30 x 10) for the matrix and reinforcement respectively = 60), one

would choose a reinforcement percentage (p = Ar /A T) of at least 0.13 or greater.

Because of the complexity and cost of constructing a model material in the

"sprinkled" manner of distributing the reinforcement as shown in Figure 2a, the

sandwich method (layering the reinforcement material between the matrix material)

was chosen. This layering of the reinforcement material poses the question of where

in the cross section the reinforcement should be located to achieve the same bending

moment to outer fiber strain relationship as in the uniform reinforcement case (the

location of reinforcement for pure tensile behavior does not matter as long as the

cross section possesses symmetry).

To achieve the proper plate bending properties for the reinforced material, one

would want to locate the reinforcement such that, in both the elastic and plastic

regions, the moment-s,,rface strain (curvaLure) relationship is the same for the con-

centrated or 'sandwiched' reinforcement as it is for the uniformly distributed rein-

forcement. Then, for an arbitrary cross section in the elastic range, one would want

EUDIUD c S  (8)

D = c S c

where MUD' MS = moments of the uniformly distributed reinforcement and 'sandwiched'
reinforcement cross sections for a strain c at the section outer
fiber c

E = ES = pEr + (l-p)Em = tensile elastic modulus of the composite model

material

E = strain on the cross section at a distance c from the neutral axis
c due to an applied bending moment

c = distance from neutral axis to extreme outer fiber of section

Because the two tensile moduli are equal for equal percentages of reinforcement by

area p, then E = ES and Equation (8) reduces to IUD = I . Employing transformed

section theory and the geometric properties for the rectangular sections shown in

Figure 4a, one can approximate the inertial properties of each section (transformed

14
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Figure 4a - Reinforcement Concepts
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Figure 4b - Stress Distribution in Elastic Range Cc < eyr)

MATRIX REINFORCEMENT MATRIX REINFORCEMENTUNIFORM 
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Figure 4c - Stress Distribution in Plastic Range (C > C y)

Figure 4 - Uniform and Concentrated Reinforcement Sections and Stress
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to matrix material only); and equating these, as in Equation (8), one can arrive at

y, the distance the reinforcement must be placed above and below the section's

neutral axis to achieve the same elastic bending behavior in the sandwich reinforce-

ment as in the uniform reinforcement.
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l-p) I + p _ - = l-p) - + pbdy 2

- d (9)

Thus, the reinforcement should be located at d/i2 above and below the neutral

axis to achieve the same elastic bending behavior in the sandwich reinforced and the

uniform reinforced composites. To obtain the same bending behavior in the plastic

range for the concentrated and uniform reinforcement, one can equate the bending

moments on the cross section assuming that the section reinforcement has gone fully

plastic, as illustrated in Figure 4c (i.e., all the reinforcement has yielded).

[MMATRIX + MREINFORCEMENT]UNIF. DIST = [MMATRIX + MREINFORCEMENT]CONCENTRATED

Emcd/2 x- (l.-p)bd x 1d pbd A]= Emd/2  (l-p)bd x - + L y 2-]
2 2 ( + L2 yr 2 2 3-p-b [Pd yrY

- d (0

Thus, the location indicated for the reinforcement in order to achieve the

same bending behavior in the plastic range for the concentrated reinforcement and

uniformly distributed reinforcement is at y = d/4 above and below the neutral axis

of the section. This result differs from the y = d//i-2 needed to achieve similar

bending behavior in the elastic range. One can assess the effect of the concentrated

reinforcement being positioned at these different locations by looking at the

bending-strain relationship of an arbitrary section with the same tensile material

properties. The section can be reinforced uniformly in one instance and reinforced

with concentrated reinforcement at y = d/4 and y = d/1i1 for comparison. This was

done for the rectangular section shown in Figure 5 with the resulting moment-strain

relationship also indicated in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 - Comparison of Reinforcement Location on Bending Behavior

One notes from Figure 5 that locating the concentrated reinforcement at y = d/4

appears to provide the best overall representation of the elastoplastic bending be-

havior of the section, even though there is some deviation from the uniformly rein-

forced section in the elastic range. The main point to note from this figure is

that one should use the reinforcement location (either y = d/4 or y = d/Vi-2) that

best suits the structural application desired. For example, one would want to employ

the y d/4 reinforcement location in structural members where the expected mode of

17



failure would be the development of a plastic hinge from local bending moment; while

the y = d//Iv2 reinforcement location could be used for other members expected to en-

counter local strain levels below the elastic limit.

Another behavior mode which must be considered when selecting a reinforcement

location for the concentrated type of reinforcement, is that of structural buckling.

The procedure for determining the reinforcement location which accurately simulates

this behavior is arrived at in the same manner as that employed for the case of

bending moment behavior. That is, one can look at the engineering properties of

which buckling is a function and equate the uniformly reinforced section to the con-

centrated reinforced section and solve for the location of the reinforcement. Then,

with the concentrated reinforcement properly located, one can use conventional model-

ing theory to arrive at a properly scaled model. For elastic buckling, the Euler

buckling load is17

2

= 7T El 11
E 2

e

One would now want the uniformly reinforced and concentrated reinforced members to

buckle at this same load. For a rectangular section

2 d3E +b3 E 1 r 2 3E m2El
2 _DLlP) IL M pr E S2 _1' b + m -2uD 12 EUD 12 EUD 2ES L-p) 1-- pbdy ES

L 2  L 2

e e

and

- d (12)

which is the same result obtained for the elastic bending case.

The case of inelastic buckling presents no problem when using the reinforced

composite material for modeling short column behavior. For this case, the critical

buckling load can be arrived at by substituting the tangent modulus or Et for E in

Equation (12), as suggested by Engesser.
17
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This load is called the "Engesser load"1 7 and accounts for different materials,

inelastic effects, column length, column cross section, and end constraint. This

equation indicates that the critical buckling load for a short column which would

experience strains beyond the proportional limit of the material is simply a function

of the tangent modulus of the material and no additional geometric properties other

than were contained in the Euler buckling equation (Equation (11)). Then, for the

case of the short column, one would want to locate the rein'Lorcement in the cross

section in the same location as for a long column (y = d/1€r2). However, caution

must be applied in analyzing any data where one expects short column behavior. The

reason for this is that one must now be concerned not only with the bilinear stress-

strain relationship between the model and prototype material, but also with the

transition zone between the two linear portions of the stress-strain curves from

where one is simulating pure elastic behavior to where one is simulating pure piastic

behavior. This is the zone where the tangent modulus plays an important part in

short column buckling. This fact can be readily seen in Figure 6, in which the

slenderness ratio (L/I/A) versus the critical buckling stress is plotted for a com-

posite model material with the stress-strain relationship also indicated. That is,

if one has a structural member with an actual slenderness ratio of (L//Ii7K)I <

(L/_A)ACTUkL < (L/IA)2 ; then one must also try to assure that the tangent moduli

in the transition zone between the elastic and plastic portions of the stress-strain

curve are similar between the model and prototype material. This will ensure a

reasonable degree of confidence in results obtained where buckling is expected in

this region.

Thus, one can satisfy the basic criteria for using the concentrated reinforce-

ment approach by locating the reinforcement to suit the application desired. For

example, to model a ship hull girder in this way to determine the initiation of

plasticity in the hull plating due to overall bending moment, one need not concern

oneself with the location of the reinforcement with respect to the hull plating

thickness (as long as the reinforcement is located symmetrically about the plating
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Figure 6 - Critical Buckling Stress versus Slenderness
Ratio for a Composite Material

neutral axis). This is because the plating on the hull would be subjected to simple

tensile and compressive strains (assuming no local elastic plate buckling occurred

before the proportional limit was reached). If it is desired that local buckling

effects be modeled in the particular hull girder panels, one would want to reinforce

the plating at d/v72 from the neutral axis.
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Another instance might be of interest in the local plastic bending behavior of

a particular plating panel being loaded locally by a concentrated load. In this

case, the reinforcement would be located at d/4 from the neutral axis to more accu-

rately represent the plastic bending behavior of the panel.

Up to this point we have considered only the use of classical scaling tech-

niques (reflecting the differences in material modulus and geometric scale ratio) to

model the structure. If a reinforcement material is employed which has a yield

strain which differs from the prototype, an additional scaling factor must be intro-

duced to account for the difference in material behavior when analyzing the ultimate

load capacity of the structure.

Using the classical scaling relationship of keeping strains in the model and

prototype equal (cm = ) and XLm = L (where X is the scaling factor), one can

express the relationship between stresses in the model and prototype as

0 a
m --P or o = eo (14)
E E p mm p

and the relationship between model and prototype loads (or forces o = F/L 2 ) as

F = eX 2F (15)p m

Now, if one desires information as to the ultimate load of a structure where

the model and prototype material possess different yield strains (Cyp E £y ), one

must employ an additional scaling factor on the model to determine the ultimate load

of the prototype. The additional scaling factor is a where

1 YP (16)
yin

and the ultimate load for the prototype can be expressed as

F =F eA2Ot (17)
PULT mULT
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This scaling relationship would be employed where one desired information as to

the ultimate loading a structure or substructure could attain. The instance may

arise in which one is modeling a particular prototype material with a composite that

has a reinforcement that possesses a yield strain higher than the prototype material.

For this case, strains recorded beyond the prototype material yield point would not

be accurate; but use of the scaling factor ct would enable one to assess the ultimate

strength of the prototype.

Changing scaled thicknesses for a specific purpose, as is done in rigid vinyl
15

modeling, can be done in certain instances in elastic-plastic modeling but one

must pay particular attention to the consequences. For instance, if one were to

smear the stiffeners into the hull plating to arrive at the same overall hull girder

stiffness, one would be able to assess the overall strength of the hull girder if

material yielding were the only criteria for failure. If a plating panel of the

prototype hull girder were to have local buckling as a consequence of the overall

hull girder loading and as part of the hull girder failure mode, one would want to

assure the model behaved similarly. But the smearing of the stiffeners into the

hull girder plating to achieve the same overall stiffness properties might change

the local panel buckling behavior and thus give an erroneous result for the hull

girder ultimate strength. This is because the scaling of this local buckling be-

havior would be a function of the panel's local geometric configuration and local

buckling might not occur at the expected level if a distorted thickness is employed.

Table 2 provides a list of scaling relationships for elastic-plastic modeling

assuming there is no distortion of thickness.

EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

It was felt that the concept of a uniformly distributed reinforcement pattern,

although more advantageous from the standpoint of providing a more accurate elasto-

plastic response for a section, would possess too many fabrication problems to be

worked out within the time and budgetary allowances of this program. Further, the

concentrated reinforcement material would be easier to fabricate and would still

establish the validity of the composite approach for elastoplastic modeling of a

structure.
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TABLE 2 - TYPICAL SCALING RELATIONSHIPS FOR
ELASTIC-PLASTIC MODELING

Fixed Quantities

Length (Thickness) = L p/Lm

Strain E =
p m

Material Modulus e E /E
p i

Material Yield a = yp /y m

Poisson's Ratio =p m

Dependent Quantities

Stress = e
p m

Shear Stress T = eTip m

2
Force F = eX2F

p m

Moment M = e3 M
p m

Moment of Inertia I = 41
p m

Section Modulus S = 3 S
p m

Axial Deformation 6 =
p m

Ultimate Force F = F eX 2a
PULT mULT

Ultimate Moment M = M eX 3a
PULT mULT

Using the concentrated reinforcement approach, an experimental program was

undertaken to (1) establish the tensile elastoplastic stress-strain behavior of the

composite material using small tension specimens, (2) show the development of a

plastic hinge in a simply support rectangular bending specimen, and (3) demonstrate

the concept's validity for modeling elastic buckling in conjunction with determina-

tion of the ultimate strength of a total structure modeled using the composite
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reinforcement approach. The structure chosen to model was a plate girder expected

to fail in a web buckling mode. The plate girder chosen was a model of a mild steel
22

plate girder tested by Rockey, et al., for which experimental data is available.

COMPOSITE MATERIALS

The basic criteria for selecting a reinforcement material was that the rein-

forcement material should have the same yield strain as the parenL maLerial (mild

steel) and that the ratio of E p/Ee be similar to that of the parent material (also

dependent on matrix properties). Another criteria to consider was the availability

of the reinforcement material in the desired thickness. For example, if one were

to model a 1/8-in, plate using the concentrated reinforcement approach with a p =

1/10 and a scale ratio of 2, one would need a reinforcement thickness of 0.003 in.

With all of the above criteria considered, a stainless steel reinforcement of 0.005

in. and a scale ratio of 1.893 was arrived at because of material yield, elastic

modulus, and material availability considerations.

Rigid vinyl (PVC) was selected as the matrix material because of its low elastic

x16modulus (0.5 x 10 psi) and because of its ability to stay elastic for large strain

magnitudes beyond the yield of the reinforcement. Additionally, rigid vinyl is

readily available in a wide variety of sheets from 0.010-in. to 0.125-in. thick, is

easy to work, and is an established modeling material.

FABRICATION OF COMPOSITE PLATES

Prior to fabrication of laminates for use in the material testing program, a

series of experiments was performed to determine which of several candidate ad-

hesives would perform best for bonding rigid vinyl and stainless steel. Four epoxies

were evaluated: HYSOL 0151 CLEAR, SHELL 815, AMICON XT-2526, and HYSOL EA 9309.

Shear bond samples were fabricated and tested to failure. The shear strength of the

HYSOL 0151 CLEAR, SHELL 815, and HYSOL EA 9309 were 508 psi, 258 psi, and 262 psi

shear, respectively; and these three epoxies were eliminated. The AMICON XT-2526

samples all failed by fracture of the PVC material, leading to shear and bending

loads on only one side of the sample (1/2 the shear area). The average failure load

of 983 lb (1 sq in. total shear area) suggests that if the PVC material had not
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fractured, the samples would exhibit a strength of at least 2000 psi. The composite

samples and the plate girder model were fabricated using this adhesive, although its

cure time was a full 7-day period.

Fabrication of the specimens for the various experiments described in this

report was best accomplished by applying adhesive to each layer in the composite as

it was assembled, and then pressing several samples (separated by wax paper) in a

jig. The jig was constructed of two flat wood blocks, one with pegs around the

perimeter of the sample shape, the other with matching holes. The jig allowed

pressing of the samples (10 psi pressure) without sliding of the various components,

and allowed many samples to be made at one time (this can be critical in view of the

adhesive's 7-day cure time). The optimum glue thickness of 0.002 in. to 0.004 in.

was attained using this method.

Of special note on the stainless steel used are the surface preparation require-

ments. All surfaces (including rigid vinyl) were "cross-hatch" sanded, and chemical-

ly cleaned to assure bonding. However, it was found that the steel required further

treatment because of its manufacturing process. During the rolling of the thin

stainless steel sheet the material becomes oil-impregnated and must be soaked at

least overnight in trichloraethane or trichloroethylene. This caused no problems

for the I in. x 14 in. samples, but the large plates fabricated for the plate girder

model had to be soaked in a specially made tank.

The fabrication of the large plates for the plate girder model proved difficult.

Applying and spreading adhesive to each layer, and pressing the pieces to remove the

excess did not work as well as it had for the small samples. The large plates were

pressed between flat wood boards to remove both air and adhesive. However, soft

spots in the wood caused several bulges of adhesive between laminates. These were

later shaved down with a plane. There were also voids where no adhesive had flowed.

The outer layer of rigid vinyl was slit and adhesive was injected into the voids

and repressed. In general, the glue thickness was not uniform throughout the plates.

It is felt that the clamping pressure of 10 psi used for small samples was not

attained for the plate girders due to the large areas involved and the fact that the

pressure was applied simply by woodworking clamps. If future efforts are directed
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toward this modeling technique, it would be wise to investigate mass production

techniques for fabricating the required composite layups according to the designers'

specifications to ensure better quality control.

TENSION TESTS

Two series of tension specimens were tested to establish the basic material

properties of the composite material. The first series of tests sought to establish

the tensile stress-strain behavior of the reinforcement material. To do this, 1-in.

wide x 14-in. long strips of the stainless steel were cut and glued between gripping

plates at either end. Strain gages were then applied and the specimens were sub-

sequently pulled in tension. The resulting stress-strain diagram for a typical

specimen is shown in Figure 7. The average modulus for the three stainless steel

tensile specimens tested was found to be 31.5 x 106 psi, and the material was found

to be fully yielded at an average of 45,000 psi. A typical rigid vinyl stress-strain

curve is given in Figure 1.

The second series of tests defined the tensile stress-strain behavior of two

layups of the composite material, one of which was used to fabricate the plate

girder. The first layup (which was used for the girder) is shown in Figure 8 and

consists of a 0.030-in. sheet of rigid vinyl sandwiched between two sheets of 0.005-

in. stainless steel, which are in turn sandwiched between two sheets of 0.015-in.

rigid vinyl; this layup will be referred to as 30-5-15. The tension specimens were

fabricated in strips 1-in. long x 14-in. wide with an overall thickness of 0.072 in.

The added thickness caused by the adhesive used to glue the layers together was not

counted on from a strength standpoint. This fact was evidenced when tensile speci-

mens with 0.005-in. glue lines were tested and the composite material exhibited the

same strength as tensile specimens which had 0.002-in. glue lines (i.e., the same

composite material modulus). The finite thicknesses mentioned above give the calcu-

lated quantities for the composite material properties shown in Table 3. Aluminum

blocks, 1-in. square by 1/8-in, thick, were then glued to the tension specimens and

holes were subsequently drilled through the blocks to accommodate the insertion of

pins through which the tension loads were applied.

The necessary data were collected to demonstrate the materials bilinear stress-

strain behavior. A typical stress-strain curve for the samples tested is shown in
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Figure 7 - Stress-Strain Characteristics of Steel Reinforcement

in Figure 8. Figure 8 also shows a hysteresis loop generated for this particular

specimen which is a response similar to what one would obtain for an all metallic

specimen. The average experimental properties for these tests are given in Table 3

for comparison with the calculated properties. One will note that the material

behaves as predicted. Poisson's ratio was measured for the tension sample shown in

Figure 8 and was found to be 0.29, which was anticipated since Poisson's ratio is

approximately 0.30 for both rigid vinyl and steel.
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Figure 8 - Stress-Strain Characteristics of 30-5-15 Composite

The second layup examined was a 60-5-25 configuration, a 0.060-in. strip of

rigid vinyl sandwiched between two 0.005-in. strips of steel which are in turn

sandwiched between two 0.015-in. sheets of rigid vinyl. The tensile specimens were

again made 1-in. wide by 14-in. long, with a nominal thickness of 0.12 in. The

calculated material properties are also shown in Table 3, along with the average

material properties from the experimental tensile specimens. A typical stress-strain

curve for the 60-5-25 layup is shown in Figure 9. One will note the good correlation

between experimental and predicted material properties from Table 3.
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TABLE 3 - EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR
STEEL-REINFORCED RIGID VINYL COMPOSITE

Layup

Quantity 30-5-15 30-5-15 60-5-25 60-5-25

Calculated* Experimental** Calculated* Experimental**

Elastic Modulus

E 5.19 x 106  5.07 x 106  3.08 x 106 3.05 x 106

(psi)

Plastic Modulus

E2  6.03 x 105 5.97 x 105 5.61 x 105 6.00 x 105

(psi)

*The finite strength of the stainless steel was used in calculating

the plastic modulus of the composite material since Et(stainless) 0 0 and
Equation (6) becomes

E2 = PErp + (1-p)Em

where E is the plastic modulus of the reinforcement.rp

**Average of all tensile specimens (3).

BENDING TESTS

Bending tests were conducted on both the 30-5-15 layup and the 60-5-25 layup.

The bending specimens were fabricated not unlike the tensile specimens in that they

were 1-in. wide by 14-in. long by the thickness of the respective layup. The speci-

mens were then cut to an 8-in. length and had small pieces of rigid vinyl glued to

them to keep them from sliding over the unrestrained knife edges used for simple

supports. The pieces of rigid vinyl were glued to the bending specimens to achieve

a simply supported span of 6 in. The specimens were then loaded with a two-point

loading to achieve a pure bending moment at the center of the span where the tension

and compression faces of the specimen were strain gaged. The test configuration is

sketched in Figure 10a and a specimen undergoing plastic deformation is shown in

Figure lOb. The two different layups of the composite bending specimens were used
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Figure 9 - Stress-Strain Characteristics of 60-5-25 Composite

to depict the difference in bending moment to outer fiber strain relationship

between a beam with reinforcement located at d/4 from the neutral axis (30-5-15) and

a beam with reinforcement located at approximately d/412 from the neutral axis

(60-5-25).

Figure 11 shows the experimental bending moment/outer fiber strain results for

a typical 30-5-15 layup tested in the bending test setup. Also shown in the figure,
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Figure lOb - Bending Specimen Exhibiting Inelastic Deformation

Figure 10 - Bending Specimen Test Setup and Typical Specimen

in parenthesis, is a plot of the calculated bending moments needed to produce the

same outer fiber strains in a solid steel beam with the same cross section. The all-

steel section bending moments indicated in parenthesis correspond to the experimental

model bending moments times the scaling factors eXi (e.g., M = M
all-steel -omposite
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Figure 1 - 30-5-15 Composite Layup Bending Moment versus

Outer Fiber Strain Characteristics

e3; where e E stl/E c t 31.5 x 106/50 x 106 = 6.3 and = Lsteel

s0030lRIGIDoVINY

L c. 1.0); thus making the two curves directly comparable. One will note

from the figure that the knee in each curve occurs at relatively the same level of

bending moment, and, as predicted, the composite model exhibits slightly less bending

rigidity in the elastic range than the theoretical steel specimen does. The effect
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where the plastic portion of the specimen moment-strain behavior overpredicts the

ultimate moment capacity of the prototype can be rectified by increasing the per-

centage of steel (p) in the specimen. This would tend to decrease the slope of the

second or plastic portion of the moment-strain curve. Another approach to reducing

the plastic modulus Ep would be to employ a matrix material which has a modulus lower

than rigid vinyl. The important point to be derived from these curves is that the

knee of each curve occurs at the same moment level, which is the behavior the speci-

men was designed to exhibit, and that the total difference in strain energy between

the two curves is not large. Additionally, the bending specimens exhibited the

ability to withstand large amounts of strain (up to 20,000 micro strain) without any

material failure or delaminations between the matrix and reinforcement material.

This characteristic of the material demonstrates the composite's applicability for

examining load conditions which would result in very high amounts of strain.

Figure 12 shows the bending moment to outer fiber strain relationship for the

60-5-25 layup (reinforcement at d/1). Again, the theoretical relationship for a

similar beam made of steel with a yield stress of 45,000 psi and an elastic modulus

of 31.5 x 106 is also included in the figure. The bending moments for the solid

steel beam which correspond to the model bending moments are indicated in parenthesis

in the figure. One can see the exact correlation achieved between the composite

bending specimen and the theoretical steel specimen in the elastic range. But,

unlike the previous bending specimen with the reinforcement located at d/4 from the

neutral axis, this specimen, as predicted in Figure 5, overpredicts the ultimate

strength and the initiation of material yield that one would expect for a solid steel

cross section. Thus, one should not employ this reinforcement layup (reinforcement

at d/Aii) in a situation where one desires to derive information as to the strength

of a structure or substructure in an area where one wants to define the initiation

of plastic behavior due to local bending.

BUCKLING TESTS

Separate buckling tests were not attempted due to the scope and time allowed

for the project. Rather than pursue the validation of this behavior by designing

and testing separate specimens, this aspect of the test program was not pursued be-

cause it was felt that the buckling of the web plating in the deep plate girder test

would demonstrate the ability of the composite to model this particular structural

behavior.
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Fiber Strain Characteristics

PLATE GIRDER ULTIMATE STRENGTH TESTS

Two model plate girders were fabricated using a d/i-2 layup of the composite

material. The plate girder is a scaled model of a plate girder tested by Rockey
18

et al., to determine the ultimate load capacity of stiffened webs. The failure

mode of the prototypc girder was a buckling of the girder shear web and the develop-

ment of a yielded diagonal tension field in the web. Additional loading of the
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prototype girder produced a plastic hinge in the girder flange. The prototype girder

was fabricated from 1/8-in, steel plate resulting in a scaling ratio of 1.893

(X = tp/t = 0.125/0.066). A sketch of the model girder is shown in Figure 13. The

p m

1 7ALL PLATE THICKNESSES = 0.066 in.

Figure 13 - Sketch of Composite Girder Configuration

prototype girder was fabricated from mild steel and had a material yield of 29.8 ksi

and an ultimate collapse load of 59 kips. Since the yield strain of the prototype

girder differs from that of the reinforcing material, the additional scaling factor

a was employed to account for this difference in model and prototype material yield

strains. Using the scaling relationships previously defined, one can calculate the

expected ultimate load for the model girder to be

F = F pULT/e2 a = 59,000/(31.5/5.17)(1.893) 2(0.066) = 4057 lb
"2 LT ~L

The plate girder models were fabricated by first cutting the rigid vinyl and

stainless steel pieces to the sizes needed to construct the component plates of the

girder. Each of the component plates were made by gluing the rigid vinyl and steel
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pieces together and applying pressure to the plate layup as described previously.

Each component plate was then glued together to form the final girder configuration.

To aid in developing the shear forces between the web and flange, small stainless

steel angles (0.25 in. by 0.25 in. by 0.005-in. thick) were glued on each side of

the web flange intersection. This step should not affect the results of the test,

because the primary mode of failure is a buckling of the web panel and the develop-

ment of a diagonally yielded tension field in the web panel. The plate girders were

simply supported using rollers under the two outer web stiffeners and loaded across

the flange over the center web stiffener.

Plate Girder 1 attained a load of 3400 lb when the center web stiffener began

to trip causing a separation to occur between it and the web. The loss of the web

stiffener caused the girder to fail in a web crippling mode under the point of load

application. In this instance the glue line between the web stiffener and web

proved insufficient to distribute the applied load to the web. The loss of the web

stiffener left the web incapable of sustaining the local bearing load being applied,

resulting in a local web crippling. Figure 14 shows the resulting failure mode,

which is a classic deformation pattern for this type of failure. This premature

failure of Girder 1 demonstrates the need to exercise extreme caution when designing

and fabricating joints with this material as with any other modeling technique.

That is, one must be sure that more than sufficient shear area is present when join-

ing two members such that the shear forces can be transmitted without exceeding the

shear strength of the glue line, unless this is the expected mode of failure. Addi-

tionally, one must be concerned with unwanted local instabilities of fittings.

To rectify this situation, 1/4-in, stainless steel angles (1/4 x 1/4 x 0.005)

were glued to the web--web stiffener intersection on Girder 2 to develop more shear

area than was available previously with only the thickness of the web stiffener pro-

viding the shear area. The manner of loading was the same as that for Girder 1.

In this instance, the fix of providing more shear area between the web and web stiff-

ener proved adequate and the girder developed the classic web buckling pattern with

a diagonally yielded tension field. The web buckling can be seen in Figures 15a and

15b. Figure 16 illustrates the load versus midspan deflectlon characterisLiLS of

Girder 2. One will note that this curve resembles those curves for composite stress-

strain or composite bending moment strain. The composite load deflection curve
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Figure 14 - Web Crippling Failure of Composite Girder 1

continues to increase, as opposed to an all-steel structure which would resist taking

more load, because of the strength still present in the rigid vinyl plate material

after the steel reinforcement has yielded. For an all-steel girder, a yielded di-

agonal tension field develops in the web which resists no further load (i.e., the

web material is more ideally elastic-plastic).

The composite girder model exhibited the same failure mode as the all-steel

girder. This is evidenced by the web buckling that can be seen in Figure 15 and tile

formation of the yielded diagonal tension field which can be seen in Figure 17 (the

strain levels in the girder web are beyond reinforcement yield). Also shown in

Figure 17 is the growth pattern of the membrane strain versus applied load for a
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I ,II

Figure 15a - Web Buckling at Ultimate Load

Figure 15b - Residual Deformation After Releasing Load

Figure 15 - Web Buckling of Composite Girder 2
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Figure 16 - Load versus Midspan Deflection for Girder 2

typical strain gage location. One will note the similarity in shape between this

curve and the load deflection curve shown in Figure 16, indicating that it is

material yielding and not joint slippage causing the observed load-deflection

relationship.

The loading of the girder was terminated when it became apparent that large

amounts of deflection were occurring for small increments of increasing load. The

problem then becomes one of defining what the ultimate load of the structure is
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Figure 17 - Diagonal Tension Strain Patterns and Growth of

Membrane Strain with Load

since the girder will continue to take load as it is applied. The reason the girder

continues to have a positive sloped load-deflection relationship beyond the yield

point of the reinforcement is due to the finite load carrying capacity remaining in

the rigid vinyl (albeit much less than that of the composite as a whole). Then,

a fair estimate of the ultimate load capacity of the composite model can be made by

determining when the load-deflection curve of the girder attains a second linear
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slope, which would indicate that additional load is being resisted only by the rigid

vinyl. (This can be thought of as E on the stress-strain diagram.) This was done
P

as is indicated on Figure 16, indicating an ultimate load of 4170 lb. This compares

rather well with the previously calculated scaled value of 4057 lb.

Thus, one can see that having some knowledge of the anticipated failure

mechanism is helpful for the successful implementation of this modeling technique

and the interpretation of test results. In interpreting results one must look at

the model failure mechanism and be aware of the relationship between the model

composite material behavior and that of the prototype material behavior. These two

parameters should be considered together when interpreting results and planning

model evaluations.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Engineering analyses were developed for employing a composite material approach

to elastoplastically modeling a structure. A test program, consisting of small ten-

sile and bending specimens and a modeled structure, was conducted to validate the

engineering analyses. The test program established that the proposed method was

indeed a viable way of extending modeling techniques into the inelastic range.

A deep plate girder structure was modeled for which the inelastic behavior was

known and for which data is available pertaining to collapse load and deformation

pattern. The model developed the predicted failure mechanism, a classic web buckling

with a fully developed diagonal tension field, and attained an ultimate load which

agreed well with the scaled-prototype, experimentally obtained ultimate load. This

demonstrated the potential of this approach to structurally extending small model

testing into the inelastic range. The method has the capability of being able to

determine the relative ultimate load of a structure and would probably find its best

implementation as a tool by which one could compare the relative ultimate strengths

of different structural configurations. However, care must be exercised in that,

if the relative strength of structural members in tension, bending, and buckling and

their contribution toward the collapse mechanism arc not known, erroneous results

may be obtained.

All of the investigations on the current effort were aimed at simulating the

structural behavior of steel structures. This was done because of reinforcement
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material availability and because of the large concentration of past investigations

on full-scale steel structures into the inelastic range. Because of the nature of

the bilinear stress-strain curve of the composite modeling material, a more accurate

representation of an aluminum material could be made because of the similarity of

the aluminum stress-strain curve. Comparison of the stainless steel-PVC composite

stress-strain behavior with that of aluminum indicates that this particular model

material composition would apply well to modeling aluminum structures. The problem

with modeling steel using this approach is that to make the plastic modulus much

smaller than the elastic modulus (E << E ), one must increase p (which in turn in-
p e

creases Young's Modulus, model loads, and weight) which tends to make the model

resemble an all-steel structure, and the advantages of the composite approach become

less pronounced. It appears that the most promising approach to elastoplastically

modeling steel would be to employ a matrix material which has a modulus which is

less than rigid vinyl, but still possesses a linear stress-strain relationship for

very high strain levels.

An area which should be afforded much detail when using the composite approach,

whether modeling aluminum or steel, is that of the fabrication of structural joints

in the model. Because of the large strain levels associated with taking a struc-

tural model into the plastic range, one must pay particular attention to areas where

components are attached, especially in areas of high shear stress. To assure that

shear stresses are transferred from one member to another, one must supply an

adequate shear area such that the shear stress at the bonded joint does not exceed

the ultimate shear transfer capability of the bonding agent being employed.

Most importantly, to make this method more effective, a means of being able to

economically produce sheets of the designed composite must be developed. The current

method of cutting the pieces to the desired size and then laminating by applying

pressure, should be replaced by an assembly which produces large sheets of the com-

posite from which the desired size pieces could be cut.

An aspect not investigated is the ability of this composite approach to lend

itself to the heat forming operatiuas Lhat are employed to develop a ship hull shape

with rigid vinyl models or the molding type operations employed for fiberglass

models. The method of heat forming and bending the composite does not appear
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feasible, because one would likely initiate inelastic behavior in the molding

process. This indicates one would have to find an alternative method of modeling

the ships hull in area of compound curvature. Although the method as developed

herein has much room for improvement, direct application in many cases of ultimate

strength assessment is possible.
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